
Long  Distance  Telephone
Sessions

Pet Owner Telephone Consults
We all love our furry friends and want to support them as best
we can. Suppose you are attempting to get in touch with your
animal’s emotional wellbeing and need guidance or support but
can’t  make  it  to  an  appointment.  Brigitte  does  offer  the
option  of  pet  owner  telephone  consults.  With  help  from  a
trusted  intermediary,  this  convenient  support  helps  people
communicate effectively with their animals and enjoy a closer
connection.

When Brigitte steps in to help from miles away, you will be
amazed at how much more attentive your pet becomes and how his
or  her  behaviors  improve.  These  holistic  telephone
consultations  for  pet  owners  are  the  same  as  in-person
appointments; only you’ll need a phone and a picture of your
furry friend. Despite the distance, Brigitte’s animal behavior
advice can help you resolve the disconnection and behavioral
issues that could stem from:
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Overstimulation
Emotional Imbalance
Stressful Environmental Factors
A Traumatic History with other Owners

As  Brigitte  helps  you  connect  with  your  pet  and  offers
insightful  and  animal  behavior  advice,  your  call  will  be
digitally recorded so you can play it back for review in the
future. You’ll receive an email with a link to the recording
soon after the session ends and then a courtesy follow-up four
to six weeks later.

Without leaving the comfort of your home, you can make this
your  first  step  to  a  well-rounded  relationship  with  your
animal friend. Brigitte proudly serves pet owners nationwide,
so schedule a call with All-Ears Animal Communication today.

Consulting for Pet Owners Appointments
For  the  consult,  you  will  make  payment  arrangements  and
email a clear frontal shot photo. JPG attachments welcome.
Pictures need to be up to date but not necessarily recent.

The consult is recorded in digital MP3 format and a link is
sent to your email address. It is easy to download to your
computer in iTunes or Media Player to playback the recording.

Please note: Brigitte calls you at the appointed time.

Digital  recording  &  courtesy  follow-up  call  included  with
consults:

Prices vary according to services, please contact Brigitte for
specific quotes. General guideline:

1-hour phone consult: $233
30 min consult: $129 (repeat clients only.)

Credit cards accepted. Gift certificates available.

To  make  an  appointment  for  Brigitte’s  animal  communicator



services by telephone consultation, call Brigitte at (619)
295-5504 or send her your phone number via e-mail so she can
contact you by telephone. It is more time effective to make
the appointment and arrangements over the telephone.


